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P7C3 and an unbiased approach to drug discovery
for neurodegenerative diseases
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A novel neuroprotective small molecule was discovered using a target-agnostic in vivo screen in living

15

mice. This aminopropyl carbazole, named P7C3, is orally bioavailable, crosses the blood–brain barrier,
and is non-toxic at doses several fold higher than the efficacious dose. The potency and drug-like

15

properties of P7C3 were optimized through a medicinal chemistry campaign, providing analogues for
detailed

examination.

Improved

versions,

such

as

( )-P7C3-S243

and

P7C3-A20,

displayed

neuroprotective properties in rodent models of Parkinson’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,

20
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traumatic brain injury and age-related cognitive decline. Derivatives appended with immobilizing
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moieties may reveal the protein targets of the P7C3 class of neuroprotective compounds. Our results

20

indicate that unbiased, in vivo screens might provide starting points for the development of treatments
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for neurodegenerative diseases as well as tools to study the biology underlying these disorders.
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Introduction
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Neurodegenerative diseases and disorders are physically, emotionally and financially devastating for patients and their
families, and are also associated with great costs to caregivers
and society. Furthermore, the prevalence of neurodegenerative
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diseases is increasing as a consequence of an aging population.
Unfortunately, we lack pharmacologic agents that arrest disease progression for patients suﬀering from neurodegenerative
disorders including Parkinson’s disease (PD), amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS), Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Huntington’s
disease, and traumatic brain injury (TBI) as well as normal agerelated cognitive decline. Current therapies seek to minimize
symptoms or provide palliative care, but none arrest the
neuronal cell death that underlies these conditions. Indeed,
current front-line therapy for ALS, Riluzole, extends lifespan by
only 2–3 months and fails to block the rapid neuromuscular
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decline that characterises the disease.1 Similarly, despite a flurry
of drug candidates entering clinical trials for PD, the most recently
successful new approach to disease management involves surgical
implantation of an electrode within the thalamus, a procedure
with substantial risk and variable results.2 Patients with related
afflictions face similarly bleak treatment options.
In their eﬀorts to identify new therapies, the pharmaceutical
industry has historically invested substantial time and
resources into in vitro, target-directed drug discovery programs.
For instance, researchers have focused on b- and g-secretase to
treat AD, but those attempts have not yet proven successful in
patients.3 Similarly, the PD community has advanced antagonists of the adenosine A2A receptor, but eﬀorts to date have failed
to show eﬃcacy in pivotal trials.4 Perhaps the most spectacular
demonstration of the potential limitations of the target-directed
discovery approach involves the current state of Huntington’s
disease, in which there are still no eﬀective forms of treatment
for patients two decades after genetic linkage analysis defined
the underlying genetic locus fully responsible for HD.
The absence of eﬀective treatments for a variety of neurodegenerative diseases and the cessation of research in neuroscience by several large pharmaceutical companies provides
an opportunity for innovative approaches to drug discovery
within academia. Typical target-driven research programs frequently start with specific hypotheses regarding the role of
certain enzymes, receptors or channels, and then biochemical
assays that interrogate the function are implemented to screen
for small molecule modulators. Active compounds that emerge
from these screens are then profiled in cell culture, animal
models of disease and, ultimately, in human patients. The
targeted proteins and pathways reflect the current understanding of specific diseases, but they also reflect the biases of
investigators about presumed mechanisms of action, and thus
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inadvertently close oﬀ discovery of previously unanticipated
and possibly more eﬀective mechanisms of treating disease. In
this context, phenotypic screening strategies oﬀer an attractive
alternative approach to drug discovery.

1

5
Phenotypic screening
Phenotypic screening for drug leads involves evaluating small
molecules for a biological eﬀect at a cell or organismal level.5
These assays return compounds with a desired biological outcome without bias concerning mechanism. Phenotypic screens
can prove advantageous when no consensus exists regarding
suitable biological targets or when investigators seek early
indications of eﬃcacy. While uncertainty surrounding the
mechanism of action of potential hits presents a challenge,
several compensating considerations can favour phenotypic
screening strategies. First, hits that are identified cause a desired
biological outcome rather than simply binding or inhibiting a
specific target. This characteristic presents a relative advantage
compared to target-driven approaches involving unvalidated
targets. Second, for compounds to score as hits, they must have
suitable physical properties to engage their targets within the
cellular or organismal milieu, display suitable toxicity profiles,
and remain chemically stable in the context of the experiment.
These features facilitate transition into preclinical animal
models. Finally, determining how biologically active small molecules function may reveal previously unanticipated protein
targets and biochemical pathways relevant to disease.
Neurodegenerative diseases appeared to present an ideal
setting for phenotypic screening. They typically involve multiple cell types with uncertain relationships. They also frequently
display multifaceted patterns of genetic predisposition and a
complex interplay of genetic and environmental causes. As a
consequence, few treatments for neurodegenerative diseases
have been discovered by targeting pre-determined receptors or
enzymes. In fact, even cell cultures have failed to recapitulate
the complex biology of, for example, Parkinson’s disease or
traumatic brain injury (TBI). Accordingly, we were drawn to a
screening strategy that relied on in vivo pharmacology within
live rodents to discover new lead compounds for treating
neurodegenerative disorders.

Discovery of a neuroprotective
chemical
Given the absence of viable biochemical or cell-based assays
that reflect the complexity of neurodegenerative diseases, we
elected to pursue an unbiased in vivo screen to identify neuroprotective small molecules. Our assay built on the observation
that all adult mammals, including humans, form new neurons
within the hippocampus.6 This process, which occurs within
the subgranular zone of the dentate gyrus, appears important
for learning, memory and neuronal plasticity.7 It involves an
initial cell division event from a neural stem cell to generate a
neural precursor cell (Fig. 1A). In mice, this precursor cell
matures over about four weeks into a functional neuron that
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Fig. 1 Unbiased screen for neuroprotective small molecules. (A) Schematic of hippocampal neurogenesis illustrating the incorporation of BrdU into new
born cells, the month-long period of maturation and roles of pro-proliferative and neuroprotective agents. Modified from ref. J. M. Encinas, A. Vaahtokari,
G. Enikolopov, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S. A., 2006, 103, 8233. Copyright (2006) National Academy of Sciences, U. S. A. (B) Outline of the in vivo screen.
Drugs were infused directly into the brain of live mice over 7 days. Subsequent sectioning and immunohistochemical staining revealed newly formed
neurons (black cells). (C) Chemical structure of active component of pool 7. (D) Increase in number of BrdU + cells following oral dosing with P7C3.
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is incorporated into the dentate gyrus granular layer. For
reasons that are not fully understood, however, the vast majority of neural precursor cells normally die before reaching full
maturity. Hippocampal neurogenesis can be monitored experimentally by marking newly born cells with bromodeoxyuridine
(BrdU), a thymidine analogue that is incorporated into newly
synthesized DNA and that can be readily detected by standard
immunohistochemistry. BrdU therefore provides a means
to monitor the eﬀects of environmental factors, genetic
manipulation or small molecules on both neural precursor cell
proliferation and neuron survival.8
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We performed an unbiased, in vivo screen in which we
monitored the number of newly formed neuronal precursor
cells within the dentate gyrus following administration of
selected chemicals.9 The goal was to reveal compounds that
increased either proliferation or survival of hippocampal neural
precursor cells, as both eﬀects represented potential opportunities to augment the net magnitude of hippocampal neurogenesis. We chose a one week duration for the assay based on
our pulse-chase BrdU studies, which demonstrated that 40%
of hippocampal neural precursor cells die within the first
five days of their birth. Furthermore, because hippocampal
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neurogenesis is augmented by both social interaction and
voluntary exercise, test mice were housed individually and without access to running wheels, starting one week before pump
implantation. This ensured that the net magnitude of hippocampal neurogenesis was at as low a basal level as possible, thus
widening our window for discovery of eﬃcacious agents.
To initiate our screen, we selected 1000 test chemicals from
the UT Southwestern small molecule library, which was
assembled from a variety of commercial sources. These molecules were selected by applying filters to remove high and low
molecular weight compounds, and to favour chiral compounds
and those with H-bond donating and accepting capacity. We
additionally avoided chemically reactive moieties to minimize
the likelihood of covalent protein modification or metabolic
instability. These 1000 chemicals were randomly grouped into
100 pools of 10 each, which were tested as mixtures. To avoid
complications arising from variable penetration of the blood–
brain barrier, compounds were injected directly into the cerebroventricular system of living mice as a solution in artificial
cerebrospinal fluid (Fig. 1B). This method of delivery was
accomplished with a subcutaneously implanted osmotic minipump, which delivered a 10 mM solution at a rate of 0.5 mL h 1
through a customized cannula that terminated in the left
lateral ventricle. In the unlikely scenario of 100% absorbance
of compounds into brain tissue and 0% clearance throughout
the infusion period, each compound would be present at low
micromolar concentration at the end of one week. Since the
actual amount of compound in the brain was likely to be only a
fraction of this, we reasoned that our method likely administered compounds at sub-micromolar concentrations. Concurrent with compound treatment, mice were given daily IP doses
of BrdU (50 mg kg 1 d 1) to label newly formed neurons.
After a 1 week treatment period, mice were sacrificed and
transcardially perfused. Using antibodies to BrdU, the number
of BrdU + newborn neural precursor cells was quantified in
every fifth 40 mm thick coronal section throughout the extent of
the hippocampus. Importantly, the number of BrdU + cells was
quantified in the hemisphere contralateral to the site of cannula placement, such that active chemicals had to achieve their
desired eﬀect by virtue of traveling through the ventricular
system to the hippocampus on the opposite side of the brain.
The number of BrdU + cells was then normalized to the volume
of dentate gyrus for standardization across test animals. Using
this assay, we identified several pools of chemicals that approximately doubled the number of newborn hippocampal neurons
that remained at the end of the 1 week testing period. This was
equal in magnitude to the eﬀect of direct infusion of fibroblast
growth factor, which the brain makes endogenously to support
hippocampal neurogenesis. Deconvolution of these mixtures
revealed that the third compound (C3) within the seventh pool
(P7) appeared particularly attractive (Fig. 1C). This hit, which
we named P7C3, was orally bioavailable and readily crossed the
blood–brain barrier. Using an oral dosing regime, P7C3
increased neuron number when dosed at 2.5 mg kg 1 d 1
and reached maximal efficacy at 5 mg kg 1 d 1 (Fig. 1D).
Similarly, P7C3 increased the number of new neurons within
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the hippocampus of aged rats, and this enhancement was
correlated with improvements in memory and learning as
reflected by performance in the Morris water maze.9 Finally,
the compound appeared non-toxic to embryonic, weaning and
adult mice. For these reasons, we selected P7C3 for more
detailed study as a possible drug lead for treating neurodegenerative diseases.

1

5

P7C3 is neuroprotective
The in vivo neurogenesis assay was designed to identify compounds that either increased neural stem cell proliferation or
increased survival of neural precursor cells over the 1 week
assay. To distinguish between these possibilities, we performed
a pulse-chase experiment in which new neurons were labelled
with a single injection of BrdU after P7C3 had been administered for suﬃcient time to achieve steady state levels in the
brain. Dosing with P7C3 was then continued for a 30 day
period. Immunohistochemistry revealed that there was no
increase in the number of BrdU + cells one hour after labelling,
indicating that P7C3 had no eﬀect on cell proliferation. By
contrast, significant diﬀerences between P7C3 and vehicle
treated groups emerged on day 5. By this time point around
40% of cells born by day 1 normally die, but drug-treated
animals showed 25% more BrdU + cells than the control arm.
By day 30 the diﬀerence had increased to 500%.9 Additionally,
mouse and rat brain slices revealed that treatment with P7C3
decreased the amount of apoptosis within the hippocampus as
determined by immunohistochemical staining with antibodies
to cleaved caspase 3, a definitive marker of cellular commitment to apoptosis. Taken together, the data indicate that P7C3
increases the net magnitude of neurogenesis by blocking
apoptosis – i.e. it is neuroprotective – rather than by increasing
cell proliferation. Moreover, through a mechanism not fully
understood, P7C3 appears to block aberrant neuronal apoptosis selectively. For instance, we have observed no effect on the
normal apoptotic program associated with neural pruning, nor
are mice that received P7C3 in utero born with webbed digits or
expanded brain tissue as a consequence of halted apoptosis
during normal development.9 Finally, we have not observed any
carcinogenicity associated with P7C3, again suggesting that it
does not universally halt cell death.

Towards a neuroprotective drug
The discovery and evaluation of P7C3 launched three research
programs within our respective laboratories. First, we sought
improved chemical matter in terms of potency, toxicity, druglike characteristics and intellectual property. Second, we
wanted to determine if P7C3 could protect mature neurons
from death in addition to protecting hippocampal neural
precursor cells. Whereas impaired hippocampal neurogenesis
is associated with several neuropsychiatric diseases,10 protection of mature neurons could oﬀer a strategy to treat a broader
range of neurodegenerative diseases for which there are currently no eﬀective forms of treatment. Finally, we were eager to
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1

determine the molecular basis by which P7C3 exerts its neuroprotective eﬀects.
Chemical optimization of P7C3

5

We initiated a medicinal chemistry program around P7C3 with
three objectives. First, we wanted to improve the activity of
P7C3, both in terms of potency (lowest dose showing activity)
and eﬃcacy (maximal eﬀect). Second, we wanted to improve the
drug-like properties of P7C3 by removing the aniline ring,
10 increasing polarity and identifying a single-enantiomer compound. Third, we wanted to identify regions of the compound
that would tolerate introduction of functionality to aid modeof-action studies. Our initial eﬀorts were aimed at determining
which components of P7C3 were required for activity. This
15 investigation was facilitated by the rapid assembly of the P7C3
scaﬀold from a heterocycle, an epoxide and a nucleophile such
11
Q4 as a phenol, aniline or thiophenol (eqn (1)).
Alternatively,
epoxide 2 could be opened with sodium azide. Following
reduction, (hetero)aromatic rings could be introduced under
20 Cu-catalysed amination conditions.12 Fig. 2 shows a representative set of analogues, grouped as compounds that diminished
activity in the in vivo hippocampal neuroprotection assay,

Review Article

maintained activity, or improved activity relative to P7C3. We
found that removing the N-phenyl ring (4) reduced activity,
as did removing the central hydroxyl group or adding an
additional methylene between the hydroxyl and the carbazole
(5). One bromine could be replaced with a methyl group (9), but
replacing both bromines resulted in a compound that was
nearly inactive under these assay conditions (6). Likewise,
replacing the bromines with chlorines, iodines, CF3 groups or
cyclopropyl groups abrogated activity at the concentrations
tested (not shown). Methylation of the aniline NH was detrimental, but encouragingly, the NH could be replaced with an
oxygen (8) or a sulfone SO2 (14) without loss of activity. In
an important discovery, we found that activity resided predominantly in a single enantiomer, as (S)-8 was as active as P7C3
whereas its enantiomer, (R)-9, was essentially devoid of activity.
We also discovered that that carbazole scaﬀold was not specifically required for activity as the corresponding carboline 11
was as neuroprotective as P7C3.
Several changes to the P7C3 scaﬀold were found to improve
activity. Converting the central hydroxyl to a fluorine and
introducing an OCH3 on the aniline ring provided 12, also
known as P7C3-A20. As described below, this compound has
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Fig. 2 Chemical optimization of P7C3. Derivatives of P7C3 can be accessed rapidly using epoxides as lynchpins. Fluorination of the secondary alcohol
provides additional analogues. Compounds are grouped as those that were less active than P7C3, equivalent to P7C3 or more active than P7C3 in the
in vivo hippocampal neurogenesis assay via ICV administration. Changes from P7C3 are highlighted in red.
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been profiled extensively through experiments facilitated by a
chromatography-free synthesis that provided hundred gram
batches of the compound.13 The enhanced activity of P7C3A20 reflects a synergistic contribution of both the fluorine and
the methoxy group; either fluorination or addition of –OCH3
(10) alone had little effect on activity. Recently, we discovered
( )-P7C3-S243, an analogue with increased polarity relative to
P7C3-A20, and one in which the aniline moiety has been
replaced with aminopyridine functionality.11 ( )-P7C3-S243
can be synthesized as a single enantiomer starting from optically active glycidol 3-nosylate14 and utilizing the combination
of C4F9SO2F and [Bu4N][Ph3SiF2] to effect a stereospecific
fluorination.15 As shown below, this compound has also been
evaluated in animal models of neurodegeneration. Finally,
converting the secondary alcohol of P7C3 to a tertiary alcohol,
as in 15, increased activity in our in vivo hippocampal neuroprotection assay. Several additional analogues that may aid
mode-of-action studies are described in a following section.
P7C3-A20 and ( )-P7C3-S243 were found to protect newly
born hippocampal neurons in a dose-dependent manner following IP injection (Fig. 3). By contrast, the enantiomer
(+)-P7C3-S243 showed much lower neuroprotective eﬃcacy.
Moreover, both P7C3-A20 and P7C3-S243 were found to penetrate the blood–brain barrier, with the latter partitioning nearly
equally between brain and plasma when dosed orally. Both
chemicals have long half-lives in the presence of cultured
hepatocytes and in vivo (T1/2 > 6 h).10,11 Furthermore, neither
compound appears toxic: P7C3-A20 has been dosed at up to
40 mg kg 1 d 1 for 30 days without causing changes in
behaviour, weight or appearance, and ( )-P7C3-S243 has been
administered at up to 5 mg kg 1 d 1 (highest dose tested to
date) for 21 days without adverse effects. Neither P7C3-A20 nor
( )-P7C3-S243 inhibits the hERG channel or shows toxicity
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Fig. 3 Eﬃcacy of P7C3 derivatives in an in vivo mouse model of neurogenesis. Compounds were administered as indicated for 7 days along with
daily injection of BrdU. Data are expressed as mean  SEM.
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towards cultured human cell lines (IC50 > 10 mM). Given the
favourable potency and toxicity profile of these two neuroprotective agents, they were selected for more detailed interrogation.

1

The P7C3 class is broadly neuroprotective

5

MPTP model of PD. P7C3 was discovered as an agent that
could enhance hippocampal neurogenesis, but additional
investigation revealed that it and its derivatives increased the
number of newly born neurons by virtue of their ability to block
neuronal cell death. We therefore hypothesized that the P7C3
class of compounds might also block cell death of mature
neurons within various regions of the adult brain. If so, then
the P7C3 class might represent general neuroprotective agents
that could be used to therapeutic benefit in the treatment of
neurodegenerative diseases. A first test of this hypothesis
focused on animal models of Parkinson’s disease. PD is a
progressive neurological disorder aﬀecting 7–10 million people
worldwide. It is incurable and associated with significant
morbidity.16 Early stages of the disease are characterized by
diminishing motor function, whereas advanced stages feature
cognitive and behavioural impairments. Current treatments
aim to manage early motor symptoms, but fail to address the
underlying cause of the disease: the death of dopaminergic
neurons within the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc).
The selective neurotoxin 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) provides an experimental model of
PD.17 It is converted into the toxic metabolite 1-methyl-4phenylpyridinium cation MPP+, which is then selectively transported into dopaminergic cells within the SNc.18 These are
the same cells that die in PD, so MPP+-mediated toxicity to
dopaminergic neurons recapitulates the neurodegeneration
observed in PD.19 In fact, the toxicity of MPTP was originally
discovered as the causative agent for the Parkinsonian symptoms displayed by recreational drug users who inadvertently
ingested desmethylprodine that was contaminated with MPTP.
In mice, a 5 day regimen of MPTP begins to kill dopaminergic
neurons in the SNc, and if left untreated nearly half of these
cells will have died 21 days later (Fig. 4). The vitality of these
cells can be monitored by immunohistochemical staining
for tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), which catalyses conversion of
L-tyrosine to L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA), the precursor to dopamine.
P7C3-A20 and ( )-P7C3-S243 protect TH + cells from toxicity
associated with MPTP.11,20 Specifically, compound treatment
was initiated a full 24 hours after the final dose of toxin to
ensure that any eﬀects reflected genuinely neuroprotective
activity rather than simply blocking uptake or metabolism of
MPTP. Using this protocol, we observed evidence of eﬃcacy at
doses as low as 1 mg kg 1 d 1, and nearly complete rescue of
TH + cells at 5 mg kg 1 d 1 ( )-P7C3-S243. The (+)-enantiomer
did not protect under the conditions of this experiment. By
virtue of preventing MPTP-mediated death of TH + cells in the
SNc, treatment with P7C3-A20 or ( )-P7C3-S243 also preserved
the integrity of axonal projections of dopaminergic cells.
These extensions distribute dopamine to the striata and can
also be visualized by immunohistochemical staining for TH.
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Fig. 4 Neuroprotection in the MPTP model of Parkinson’s disease. (A) Mice were administered MPTP (30 mg k 1 d 1) for 5 days. On the 6th day,
treatment with drug was initiated at the indicated dose (IP, BID, 21 d). Bars indicate number of tyrosine hydroxylase positive cells detected by
immunohisotochemical staining of the substantial nigra. Error bars indicate SEM. Asterisks indicate p o 0.01 (*), p o 0.001 (**) or p o 0.001 (***) relative
to Veh + MPTP group. Numbers of mice in each group are shown within the bars. (B) Correlation between eﬃcacy in the MPTP model of PD and the
in vivo neurogenesis assay for analogs of P7C3. (C) Representative immunohistochemical pictures of TH staining in the SNc are shown for 5 mg kg 1 d 1
treatment groups. Bar = 300 mM.
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Mice treated with P7C3-A20 or ( )-P7C3-S243 after receiving
MPTP maintained nearly all of their dopaminergic axons.
Furthermore, P7C3 and 10 analogues have been tested in the
MPTP model of PD, and the correlation between this assay and
the in vivo neurogenesis assay described above is of high
statistical significance.19 Control experiments excluded the
trivial possibility that inactive compounds were failing to enter
the brain. The concordance between the original hippocampal
neuroprotection assay and the PD model indicates that the
same mechanistic basis underpins protection of both newly
born and mature neurons, and suggests broad utility of P7C3
and its analogues for blocking neuronal cell death.
G93A-SOD1 model of ALS. Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis is a
progressive neurodegenerative disease in which spinal cord
motor neurons deteriorate and die. The loss of motor neurons
causes muscle weakness and ultimately the loss of all voluntary
movement. This rare disease strikes without warning in adulthood, with paralysis progressing inexorably such that most
patients die from pneumonia or respiratory failure within 2–5
years of diagnosis. ALS is currently untreatable.21 In this
context, we were eager to determine whether the neuroprotective effects of the P7C3 class of small molecules would show
beneficial activity an animal model of ALS.
The G93A-SOD1 mouse model represents the most widely
used experimental model of ALS. These mice are hemizygous
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for a transgene expressing 18  2.6 copies of a mutant form of
superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1). Mutations in this gene are
associated with around about 3% of sporadic cases and 20% of
inherited cases of ALS.22 The mutant form of SOD1 maintains
enzymatic activity, and toxicity thus appears to be a gain of
function that may be related to an increased likelihood of
disruptive protein aggregation.23 Importantly, this model recapitulates several important characteristics of the human disease.24 At around 100 days of age, G93A-SOD1 mice exhibit
paralysis in one or more limbs as a consequence of the death of
motor neurons within the ventral horn of the spinal cord. Over
the next several weeks, the mice lose all motor function in their
limbs, and 50% of the mice die within 7 weeks of disease onset.
We asked three questions concerning the utility of the P7C3
and its derivatives in the G93A-SOD1 model of ALS.25 Could
these neuroprotective agents slow or stop the death of motor
neurons? Could they improve the motility of the mice after
disease onset? And could active variants of P7C3 prolong the
lifespan of G93A-SOD1 transgenic mice? To address these
questions, we started treating G93A-SOD1 mice at day 80 with
P7C3-A20 (20 mg kg 1 d 1), which corresponds to disease onset
in these mice. Each test mouse was genotyped and siblingmatched with a vehicle-treated mouse to ensure that we were
monitoring the eﬀect of drug and not diﬀerences in copy
number of the mutant sod1 gene. At days 90, 100, 110, and
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Fig. 5 Eﬃcacy of P7C3-A20 in the SOD1 mouse model of ALS. (A) P7C3A20 blocks motor neuron death in the spinal cord when administered (20
mg kg 1 d 1, ip, bid) starting at the time of disease onset. N = 5 for each
timepoint. (B) P7C3-A20 preserves performance in the accelerating
rotarod test when administered (20 mg kg 1 d 1, ip, bid) starting at the
time of disease onset. N = 20 until week 16 when n = 13. For A and B,
asterisks indicate p o 2  10 2 (*), p o 2  10 4 (**) or p o 2  10 6 (***)
relative to vehicle. (C) Representative images following immunohisotochemical staining with antibodies for choline acetyltransferase.

120, five mice each from the vehicle and P7C3-A20 treated
cohorts were sacrificed, and lumbar spinal sections were
stained for choline acetyltransferase, a marker for spinal cord
motor neurons (Fig. 5). All sections were counted blinded to
treatment group. At every time point, P7C3-A20 treated animals
possessed a higher density of spinal motor neurons compared
to the vehicle control group ( p o 0.003). As we have observed in
both the hippocampal neuroprotection assay and the MPTP
model of PD, P7C3 proved less eﬀective than P7C3-A20, with a
significant diﬀerence between treatment and control group
being obtained only at days 100 and 110 with P7C3.
We next investigated whether maintenance of motor neurons translated into improved motility. To this end, we used the
accelerating rotarod task. In this trial, mice are placed on an
elevated cylinder, which begins rotating at 4 rpm and gradually
accelerates to 40 rpm over 10 min. We measured the time mice
maintained balance on the rotarod before falling oﬀ into soft
bedding. When treatment with P7C3-A20 was initiated concurrent with disease onset (day 80), mice showed a slower deterioration of performance in this test. By week 16, the mice in
the vehicle control group could stay on the bar only half as long
as they could prior to disease onset. By contrast, mice receiving
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P7C3-A20 decreased their time on the rotarod by only 20%
( p = 0.008). Similarly, we observed that P7C3-A20-treated animals took significantly longer front and back strides ( p = 0.003,
0.004, respectively) when walking on a flat surface compared to
vehicle-treated siblings at the advanced disease state of 132
days. While P7C3 slowed death of the spinal cord neurons, it
was not suﬃciently active to increase motor neuron function
under this testing regime. Neither P7C3 nor P7C3-A20 extended
the lifespan of the G93A-SOD1 mice.
The fluid percussion model of TBI. Traumatic brain injury is
a serious clinical problem that represents one of the
leading causes of death and disability in the United States,
with 1.6 million individuals sustaining a TBI every year.
Longstanding functional impairment in neurologic function
and cognition is associated with focal contusive injury, diﬀuse
axonal damage and neuronal loss after TBI, and there is a
profound lack of pharmacologic treatment options for mitigating the damage process. We thus sought to evaluate whether
treatment with P7C3-A20 might help aid recovery from neuronal damage and acquired sensorimotor and cognitive deficits
in a commonly applied rodent model of TBI: moderate fluid
percussion brain injury over the right parietal cortex.26 This
form of injury leads to both focal and diﬀuse brain damage,
and faithfully recapitulates symptoms experienced by patients
after blunt trauma injury. When treatment with P7C3-A20 was
initiated 30 minutes after injury and continued for 7 days
thereafter, animals showed a greater than two-fold decrease
in contusion volume compared to vehicle treated rats. This
protective eﬀect was further associated with increased survival
of mature NeuN-positive cortical neurons in the vulnerable
pericontusional region.
Treatment with P7C3-A20 also significantly augmented the
magnitude of hippocampal neurogenesis after TBI. While
hippocampal neural precursor cell proliferation is endogenously enhanced after TBI,27 overall levels of hippocampal
neurogenesis decrease as these cells experience an accelerated
rate of death after their birth.28 This cell death can be monitored using the expression levels of doublecortin (DCX) in
neural precursor cells of the dentate gyrus. DCX is a
microtubule-associated protein that serves as a marker of
neurogenesis by virtue of transient expression in newly formed
neurons immediately prior to their final maturation.29 Treatment with P7C3-A20 after TBI significantly augmented both
BrdU and DCX labelling in the hippocampal dentate
gyrus, indicating that P7C3-A20 helped overcome the unique
vulnerability of maturing hippocampal neurons to higher rates
of death after TBI. Subsequent double-labeling in the hippocampus with antibodies to BrdU and NeuN (a marker of mature
neurons) five weeks after injury further confirmed that
treatment with P7C3-A20 enhanced the net magnitude of
hippocampal neurogenesis after TBI. Thus the P7C3 class of
molecules protects both mature and maturing neurons after
TBI, populations that are otherwise uniquely vulnerable to
death following traumatic injury.
Accelerated cell death of both maturing neurons and
maturing neural precursor cells is thought to contribute to
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the constellation of neurological symptoms experienced by
patients after TBI. Since treatment with P7C3-A20 was able to
eﬀectively block cell death of both classes of neuronal cells, we
next tested whether this translated into improved neurological
functioning. Specifically, we evaluated animals for contralateral
forelimb deficits 1 week after TBI, and for learning in the
Morris water maze task 4 weeks after injury. Treatment with
P7C3-A20 significantly preserved normal function in both
tasks, with vehicle-treated mice showing significant deficits.
Thus, P7C3-A20—mediated cellular protection in the brain was
correlated with favourable behavioural outcome. Taken
together, these results demonstrate that the P7C3 class of
molecules holds promise for developing a new class of neuroprotective drugs for patients suﬀering from TBI.
Zebrafish model of retinal degeneration. Recently, Waskiewicz, Lehmann and co-workers explored the eﬀects of P7C3 in a
zebrafish model of retinal dystrophies.30 These scientists generated zebrafish deficient in the gene for growth diﬀerentiation
factor 6 (GDF6), a morphogenic protein from the transforming
growth factor-b (TGF-b) subfamily of ligands. This growth factor
is involved in embryonic development of the retina,31
and mutations in the Dgf6 gene are associated with photoreceptor degeneration and congenital retinal dystrophies. The
Gdf6a / zebrafish ‘demonstrated profound alterations to the
morphology of the individual photoreceptor subtypes’. Retinal
degeneration was attributed to increased apoptosis in Gdf6a /
zebrafish compared to wild-type animals. Given the success
of P7C3 in blocking neuronal apoptosis, Waskiewicz and
Lehmann treated mutant zebrafish embryos with P7C3 and
observed a 70 and 79% reduction in retinal apoptosis at 10
and 100 nM concentrations, respectively ( p o 0.001). Moreover,
protection of retinal neurons was associated with improved
vision. Indeed, compound-treated zebrafish were better able to
detect ambient light than DMSO-treated controls. These results
suggest that the P7C3 class of neuroprotective agents could find
application in the treatment of retinal dystrophies including
Leber congenital amaurosis, retinitis pigmentosa, cone-rod
dystrophy and other related disorders.
The results in the animal models of neurodegenerative
diseases are noteworthy for several reasons. First, we were able
to correlate neuroprotective activity with behavioural consequences. The MPTP model of PD lacks a phenotype in mice, but
treatment with the P7C3 class of molecules improved motor
function in the G93A-SOD1 model of ALS, improved learning
and memory in a rat model of TBI, and improved visual
perception in the Gdf6a / model of retinal degeneration.
Second, these results show that P7C3 and related compounds
are active outside the brain, since they maintain motor neurons
within the spinal column, and also protect retinal neurons in
the eye. Third, these results demonstrated that the P7C3 class
of compounds are general neuroprotective agents; that is, they
function in multiple models of disease in which cell death is
initiated through diﬀerent mechanisms. For these reasons, we
are confident that the neuroprotective properties are not an
artefact of the individual animal models. Accordingly we conclude that these neuroprotective compounds are blocking a
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fundamental neuronal cell death pathway and therefore might
be used for therapeutic benefit in a variety of settings.

Studies on the mechanism of P7C3
The observation that P7C3 and optimized analogues prevented
neuronal cell death in multiple disease settings argued that
they were acting at a late and common stage in the apoptotic
program. Key steps in apoptosis are the depolarization of the
mitochondrial membrane followed by release of cytochrome C.
We therefore wondered if the P7C3 derived chemicals might
aﬀect mitochondrial integrity or signalling. In this regard, we
became intrigued by a class of aminopropyl carbazoles discovered by scientists at Serono Pharmaceutical Research Institute.
They described several piperazines of the general form 15 that
reportedly inhibited the release of cytochrome C from mitochondria.32 They hypothesized that these carbazoles might
inhibit a channel formed by the Bcl-2 family member Bax,
although direct binding to Bax or any other protein was not
demonstrated. We found that the most potent Serono compound (15, R = H) was active in the hippocampal neuroprotection assay, but less so than P7C3, both in terms of maximum
activity and the minimal dose required to observe an eﬀect.
Likewise, an inactive Serono analogue (15, R = 4-F-C6H4) did not
enhance the number of neural precursor cells. Nonetheless, we
have not confirmed that the P7C3 class of chemicals operate
through the same mechanism as the Serono chemicals, nor
have we confirmed that the molecular target of P7C3 resides in
the mitochondria.
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To discover the binding partner for P7C3, we again turned to
synthetic chemistry to provide potentially useful reagents. First,
as described above, we discovered that individual enantiomers
of several derivatives displayed markedly diﬀerent activity in
several assays. We concluded from this observation that the
P7C3 class of chemicals interacts with a specific biological
macromolecule rather than simply acting within a membrane
or as generic antioxidants. Second, through our structure–
activity studies, we discovered several regions of the P7C3
scaffold that could tolerate substitution. In particular, P7C3S324 and P7C3-S325 both approximately double the number of
BrdU + cells in the hippocampal neuroprotection assay, an
activity equivalent to P7C3 itself. The first of these reagents is
decorated with a biotin moiety for use in affinity chromatography; the second features a benzophenone photo-crosslinker
and an alkyne for post-crosslinking click conjugation to biotin,
a fluorescent dye or a solid support. We are hopeful that these
reagents will prove useful in the identification of receptors for
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P7C3 and the consequent unravelling of the mechanism by
which it exerts its neuroprotective effects.
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sake of patients worldwide, we hope this prediction proves
accurate.
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Neurodegenerative diseases represent a profound and growing
challenge to the health care system. These disorders cause
significant mortality and morbidity and are drivers of increasing health care costs. The large majority of neurodegenerative
diseases lack eﬀective therapies even though industrial, academic and governmental laboratories have targeted multiple
proteins thought to play a role in disease initiation and/or
progression. We adopted an unbiased approach that was
agnostic to both target and chemical matter. Our only requirement was that chemicals work safely in live animals. In this way,
we identified the P7C3 class of neuroprotective compounds,
which were originally discovered as agents that could enhance
hippocampal neurogenesis. Over the succeeding five years, we
have improved the drug-like properties of lead molecules
and demonstrated broad protective properties against mature
neurons in various regions of the central nervous system. These
studies have revealed the utility of P7C3 and its derivatives in
animal models of PD, ALS, TBI, retinal degeneration and agerelated decline in cognition. Ongoing studies aim to define their
applicability to depression, Alzheimer’s disease and peripheral
nerve damage, and will be reported in due course.
Initiating our study with in vivo pharmacology allowed us to
focus only on non-toxic, chemically stable and bioavailable
drug leads. We therefore circumvented the often lengthy pathway of chemical optimization prior to initial proof-of-concept
studies. Additionally, we have been able to simultaneously move
forwards – towards drug development – and backwards – towards
a fuller mechanistic understanding of P7C3’s activity. While this
approach is not common, drug discovery has its origins in
unbiased, in vivo screening as far back as Erlich’s identification
of the sulfa drugs and continues to dominate the discovery of antiinfectives.33 We suggest that target-agnostic drug discovery may
have a valuable role to play in addressing maladies involving
multiple cell types such as neurodegenerative diseases. For the
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